Annapolis Valley Hunt
Orientation Manual

Preface

This orientation booklet has been
compiled as a reference and guide for
all Annapolis Valley Hunt Members.
We have endeavoured to cover a variety of
topics with which we feel all members should be familiar.
As nothing in life is static, this is the
first edition and version. We anticpate as
the Annapolis Valley Hunt evolves,
so too will our Orientation Booklet.
We hope you will find the content useful.
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Annapolis Valley Hunt

History of

The Annapolis Valley Hunt was established in Nova Scotia in 1979 by the
late Allister Marshall MFH and Mr. John Kersley, and has distinguished itself
as the only fox hunt east of Montreal. Over the years, regular members have
enjoyed a short season of drag hunting from September through December. We
are privileged to hunt across scenic areas of the Annapolis Valley. Over rolling
farmland, through orchards, woods and sandy beaches, members ride to the
cry of hounds, who ultimately follow the scent of “the drag” to a reward of
meat scraps. It is important to recognize that the AVH is a “drag hunt”, and
is not involved with the harming of foxes or any other animals. At the end of
the day, when the hounds are comfortably retired to the kennels, and the horses
cared for, members, social members and guests also relax and gather to enjoy a
meal and reflect back on the days sport...
The Annapolis Valley Hunt is a private non profit club, which operates
under the rules and requirements of the Masters of Fox Hounds Association
(MFHA) of North America. A volunteer governing board for the AVH has
been elected by members of the Annapolis Valley Hunt and includes two
Joint Masters of Fox Hounds, a Secretary, Treasurer, and hunt staff members
(huntsman, field master, whippers-in). The Hunt is sustained by earnings
from member dues, donations, capping fees, breakfast fees, and profits
from fundraisers, such as our Barn Dance, Cross Country Event, and Hunt
Ball, which are pooled together and utilized throughout the year to keep
our foxhounds fed, sheltered and healthy.

14 Glossary of Fox Hunting Terms
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AVH Organization

Annapolis Valley Hunt is a non-profit organization. The hunt is managed by
the Masters, Secretary and other members. A General Meeting is held annually.

New Member needs to know

What a

There are many activities planned throughout the year. The formal hunt
season commences in September. A fixture card is printed and provided to all
members with the dates, locations and times of the meets. Besides the hunt
season there are several other Hunt activities including: Hunter Pace, occasional
trail rides, Barn Dance and Silent Auction, AVH Awards Banquet, Working
Parties and other social events planned during the winter. During the formal
hunt season, Hunt Breakfasts are held after the day’s hunting. The term hunt
‘breakfast’ was designated many years ago to describe the meal that the hunt
enjoyed after a day of hunting – usually their first real meal of the day – hence
the term ‘breakfast’. Breakfasts are hosted in turns by members of the hunt.

New and Existing Members

Expectations from

Include:

•

Host a breakfast (in conjunction with other members)

•

Support the hunt by attending and bringing friends and/or
acquaintances out to Hunt Events, i.e. Hunter Pace, Barn Dance and
Silent Auction

•

Volunteer your talents to sit on various committees

•

Volunteer to Walk Puppies (speak with a Master for details)

•

Volunteer help for AVH events

•

Support work parties through attendance, or if time or physical support
is not an option, offer financial support to assist with purchasing
materials, etc.

•

Ensure any changes to personal contact information are communicated
to the Secretary

Hunt Colours and Buttons

What are

and how do I earn them?

Colours are generally awarded to active riders in the hunt who have
demonstrated a commitment to riding in the Hunt (have hunted more than one
year, maintain regular attendance, fees are paid) and demonstrate a knowledge
of hunt etiquette. They are also required to support other Hunt activities. Hunt
‘colours’ and ‘buttons’ are awarded to adults and a ‘single button’ is awarded to
juniors. The Masters decide who will receive their colours and buttons which are
traditionally awarded at the Awards Banquet at the end of the Hunt Season.
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Master of Foxhounds,
Huntsman and Whippers-in

Roles of the

Master of Foxhounds: At the time of publication, Annapolis Valley Hunt has
two joint Masters of Foxhounds. They are responsible for directing the opening
of new hunting territory, maintaining relationships with landowners to preserve
existing hunt territory, managing financial operations and overseeing all aspects
of the Huntsman’s duties, including management of the kennels and hound
breeding program. When leading the Field, they are known as Field Master.
Huntsman: Annapolis Valley Hunt employs a Huntsman. He reports directly
to the Masters of Foxhounds and is responsible for (in conjunction with the
Masters of Foxhound) the hound breeding program, exercising, training and,
of course, hunting the hounds and managing the kennel. He shows the AVH
hounds. He assists with fostering a positive relationship with the landowners and
in opening up new hunt territory in conjunction with the Masters.
Whippers-in: they assist the Huntsman on Hound Exercise and Hunting the
Hounds. Whippers are sent out to turn hounds back or to put them on to the
Huntsman as necessary. They also endeavour to prevent hounds from leaving the
approved hunting territory and turn them away from busy roadways. They may
also be sent to scout and report on the quarry. They cover twice to three times
the territory as the Field. Their job requires a high level of concentration so they
should not be distracted in any way by members of the field.
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Annapolis Valley Hunt Hounds

The Annapolis Valley Hunt is registered as an English Foxhound pack, but
also has a number of crossbred hounds with American and Penn Marydel lines.
Hounds are bred for nose (the ability to detect and interpret the scent of the
quarry), cry (volume and quality of voice while giving tongue), drive (the urge
to go forward on the line), stamina, speed and independence. The degree of
the development of any one characteristic greater that another is dependant on
the country being hunted and the attributes the Huntsman and the Masters of
Foxhounds believe desirable for the specific quarry.

Fox Hunting Etiquette

What does that mean? Most have heard the expression, but it encompasses
so much that can be confusing to the non-hunting individual and perhaps even
for those who have foxhunted. The reason for Foxhunting Etiquette is to enable
the huntsman and hounds to provide the best sport possible and to ensure
consideration and safety of others.
• At the Meet, greet the Master, and thank him/her at the end of the day.
• Don’t talk or distract the huntsman while he is hunting hounds.
• Never come between the huntsman and hounds, or between hounds
and their quarry.
• Don’t crowd the huntsman or hounds.
• Allow room for the huntsman, whippers-in and hounds to pass, while
turning your horse’s head towards them.
• Never distract a whipper-in by talking to him.
• If you view a fox or coyote, let it get well past before signaling the
huntsman with a holloa or informing the Field Master.
• Stay with the Field and don’t pass the Field Master.
• If leaving the Hunt, ask permission of the Field Master and take the
route as directed.
• Do not chatter or coffee-house at a check while the huntsman is
listening for hounds.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When queued for a jump, be certain the rider in front is safely over
before you jump.
If your horse refuses, go to the back, and let others jump ahead.
If you have a green horse or if your horse is inclined to kick, place a red
ribbon in its tail.
Leave gates the way you find them. Report any damage to fences or
jumps to the Field Master.
Go slowly through or around livestock to prevent disturbing them.
Never cross a planted field. Go around the headland.
When parking your trailer or van, be sure you have permission to park
there.
All trailers and vans should be parked on the same side of a road. Do
not obstruct gateways or access to farm equipment.
Always greet landowners. Without the goodwill of landowners, there
cannot be any hunting.
In the event of an accident, five riders should remain with the injured
rider, two to hold horses, two to assist the injured party and one to
bring in emergency medical services, if needed.

Informal Hunting

In formal hunting is carried out during our ‘spring’ hunting season, typically
from the middle of April to the end of May and from the middle of August to
the second Saturday after Labour Day in September.
Spring hunting is a short season and our country is quite limited due to
seeded fields and wet farm land. The hunt staff and Field must therefore take the
UTMOST CARE to carefully follow all instructions for riding on landowners’
property. We must ALWAYS ride on the ‘headlands’ (the very edge of the fields)
so as not to disturb planted fields. If we upset a landowner or tenant farmer we
may NEVER be able to hunt on that land again… therefore compliance with
landowners’ wishes is paramount. Without landowners we have NO hunting.
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The Hunt Fields

The Field Master is in charge of the group of riders known as the Field. This
role may be filled by a Master of Foxhounds or by an appointed member of the
Field.
We hunt with two groups; The Field and the Hilltoppers. The field attempts
to follow the Huntsman as closely as possible without interfering with either
the Huntsman or hounds. The pace at times can be full gallop, the terrain varies
and jumps are negotiated in order to keep up with the hounds. The Hilltoppers
follow hounds, at a greater distance. The speed can be somewhat slower and
they do not jump fences. The Field Masters are entirely responsible for the
riders; ensuring that they only ride in areas where we have permission and avoid
interfering with hounds (do not cross the line of sent). It is vital that riders in
either group keep up with the Field Master, remain quiet while hounds are
working, and ask the Field Master’s permission if they wish to leave the field.
Always follow the directions given by the Field Master for your route home. Do
not go cross country or take a different route.

Bringing a Guest to Hunt

Advise a Master prior to the meet if you wish to bring a guest. Provide your
guest with the AVH Hunt Information Brochure previous to the day. These
brochures can be obtained from the Director in charge of Membership. Ensure
the guest is turned out appropriately. Have your guest record, in writing, name
and contact information for emergency purposes. Include this information along
with the capping fee in an envelope and give it to the Honourary Secretary
before mounting at the Meet. At this time the guest will also need to sign
an AVH Waiver. You should arrive in time to have this looked after and be
mounted 10 minutes prior to moving off. Ride with your guest or arrange for
a Hunt member to accompany him/her if you are not riding in the same Field.
Guests need to know the rules and will enjoy their day much more if they
understand what is happening.
Remember that foxhunting (especially the first time) will probably be an
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exciting event for your guest and horse. Horses quite often take on a whole
new personality when first introduced to hounds and when galloping in a large
group. Jumping usually involves “queuing up” (lining up to jump a fence) and
that in itself will be a new experience for a horse as it sees all the others running
and jumping in front of it. It is therefore advisable to consider the use of a
martingale (either running or standing) to give you more control when required.
Foxhunters often use a hunting breastplate to prevent the saddle slipping back
when negotiating the often “interesting” terrain. Consider using a bit which
will provide strong brakes and control when needed for your safety. This will be
appreciated by your fellow riders as well.

At the Meet

Initially you will want to arrive at least a half hour before ‘moving off ’ (the
time we actually leave the meet to go hunting). This will give you the necessary
time to deal with all the administrative details outlined above and get yourself
and your horse ready. Once you are mounted and organized to move off you will
often be offered the opportunity to enjoy a ‘stirrup cup’ (a drink of sherry or port
before the meet) kindly provided by either the host landowner or hunt members.
This is an old tradition meant to warm the cockles of your heart on cold hunt
mornings and speed you on your way. It is also a time for comradeship and any
hunt announcements prior to the hunt.
Riding to Hounds presents a whole new set of considerations. Riders must
not only look out for their own safety and that of their horse but for ALL others
as well. Ride cautiously and defensively (just as if you were driving in downtown
Halifax or on the 101 during rush hour). It is for this reason it is important for
guests to ride behind knowledgeable members identifiable usually by a red coat
or green and red collars on the ladies’ jackets (colours vary depending on the
hunt).
With respect to horses kicking… if you have experienced your horse kicking
or believe he is prone to kick others, then you must braid a red ribbon into the
top of your horse’s tail to warn others that he MAY kick. HOWEVER, this
does not rid you of your ultimate responsibility and it is advisable to ride at the
back of the Field so as not to endanger other horses and riders. Let us be fair
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and realize that ALL horses kick… some just do it more often than others. It
is therefore most vital that as a rider in the Field, you keep outside of kicking
range of other horses and keep AT LEAST a horse length away from the back
or flank of the horse in front of you. If your horse crashed into the back end of
another horse it is YOUR fault if that horse kicks you. If this is the first time you
have brought a horse out to hunt, you should indicate the horse’s inexperience
by braiding a green ribbon on the top of your horse’s tail. You can expect a great
deal of empathy and assistance from the riders with experienced mounts in the
event you encounter any difficulties managing your horse.

Anti-Hunting Individual

If Confronted by an

or Organization

Be polite, courteous and listen. Advise them you would like to inform one
of the Masters to address their concerns. If you are on property which we don
not have permission to hunt, apologize and ask the landowner the best route to
vacate their land. DO NOT OFFER ANY OPINIONS.
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Spring and Cubbing Season

Hunt Attire for

(Known as “Ratcather” Attire)

Gentlemen and Ladies:
R5 ).5@5.15),51))&5#(5'/.5)&)/,65.#&),5(50(.8
R5
(]-5"#,.5@5&#!".5)&)/,5-"#,.51#."5.#8
Ladies Shirt – light coloured shirt with tie, coloured ascot, neck band or
turtleneck
R5 ,"-5@5,."5.)(5)&)/,-95/Ŀ65.(65!,35),5,/-.
R5 )).-5@5&%5),5,)1(65,--5),5ŀ&5)).-51#."5&-:5,/,5)).-5(5
canvass-topped (Nemarket) boots; jodhpur boots with either canvas or
leather leggings (without brown or patent leather tops – reserved for formal
attire)
R5 &)0-5@5&.",5),51"#.5-.,#(!
R5 %1,5@5-.)%5.#5(plain or coloured) with horizontal pin or necktie
R5 .5@&%5),5,)1(5- .35"&'.65"/(.5*
R5 #,@5# 5&)(!65-")/&55(.&35)(ŀ(5#(5(.
R5 /(.#(!51"#*5@51"#*51#."5.")(!5;5&-"5#-5*,'#..5/.5().5/-5/(&--5
-%5.)5)5-)5;5.", ),5().5,)''(5 ),5(15"/(.5-/-,#,Accessories
R5 #().-5@5 -.,-5(5&&)15,.#(5,#(5!,51"#"5-")/&55/-5
sparingly and be of muted colours (brown, black or dark green)
Juniors:
Any season (as it is often both difficult and expensive to obtain properly fitting formal
attire in small sizes)
R5 ).5@5.15#(5'/.5)&)/,
R5 "#,.5@5-"#,.51#."5(%5(5),5./,.&5(%
R5 ,"-5),5$)"*/,-5@5.(5,)1(5),5!,3
R5 )).-5@5,)1(5),5&%5&.",5),51"#.5-.,#(!
R5 %1,5@5*&#(51"#.5-.)%5(.&35.#65),5-"#,.51#."5)&&,5(5.#
R5 .5@5*,)*,&35ŀ..#(!5**,)05- .35"&'.51#."5"#(5-.,*5*,)*,&35
fastened
R5 #,5@5# 5&)(!65-")/&55(.&35)(ŀ(5),5,#
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Formal Hunt Season

The Formal Fall Hunt Season starts with the Opening Meet, usually the
third Sunday in September, and every Sunday thereafter until our Hunt season
closes, typically the last Sunday in November. We do not hunt after the ground
is frozen as the footing proves too treacherous for the horses. Horses braided are
welcomed for Opening Meets which tend to be even more formal in nature then
all the rest.

Formal Attire

“With Button” (or “Colours”) is a term given when someone is awarded the
hunt button to wear on their hunt coat and it gives the wearer the right to wear
the hunt colours on their collar of their hunt coat (black or navy blue for women
and red for men). Today, women also quite often wear red if they are either
hunting the hounds, or are a master.
Gentlemen With Button (Colours):
R5 ).5@5,65,)/(5),(,-65i5/..)(-5#(5 ,)(.65),5&%65 ,)%5/.65i5,%5
buttons front, two back
R5 -.5@5(,365...,-&&
R5 ,"-5@5,)1(65,/-.5/Ŀ5),51"#.
R5 )).-5@5,)1(5.)**5)).R5 %1,5@5*&#(51"#.5"/(.#(!5-.)%5(.&35.#5(5 -.(51#."55
horizontal pin
R5 .5@5&%5- .35"&'.651#."5"#(5",(--5 -.(:5.)*5".-5'3551),(5
with red coat, frock coat or shadbelly coat; bowler hat may be worn with
formal black hunting coat
R5 #,5@5# 5&)(!65-")/&55(.&35)(ŀ(
R5 "#*5@5.,#.#)(&5"/(.#(!51"#*
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Men Without Button (Colours):
R5 ).5@5&%5),5,%5(035"/(.5).51#."5j5),5k5*&#(5/..)(-5;5-&05
buttons
R5 -.5@5(,353&&)150-.5),5-1.,5# 5,+/#,
R5 ,"-5@5/Ŀ
R5 )).-5@5&%5)).-51#.")/.5,)1(5&.",5.)*R5 &)0-5@5&.",5),51"#.5-.,#(!5!&)0R5 %1,5@51"#.5-.)%51#."5"),#4)(.&5*#(
R5 .5@5&%5- .35"&'.65"/(.5*5),5)1&,5(bowler may only be worn with
frock cut coat)
R5 "#*5@51#."5.")(!5(5&-"5#-5*,'#..5(not used unless requested)
Lady With Button (Colours):
R5 ).5@5 ,)%5),5"/(.#(!5).65) 5&%65,%5&/:5 ,)%5).5-")/&5"05
rounded corners with three buttons in front and two on back, hunt colour on
collar
R5 -.5@5(,365...,-&&
R5 ,"-5@5/Ŀ65,/-.65,)1(5),53&&)15(not white)
R5 )).-5@5&%5& 5"/(.#(!5)).-:5&%5&.",5),5*.(.5&.",5.)*-5,5
appropriate especially with a frock coat
R5 &)0-5@5&%65/Ŀ5),5,)1(5&.",:51"#.51))&5),5)..)(5-.,#(!5!&)0-5,5
allowed.
R5 %1,5@5*&#(51"#.5"/(.#(!5-.)%5(.&35.#5(5 -.(51#."5
horizontal pin with chin harness fastened; black bowler or top hat with
shadbelly*
R5 #,5@5-")/&55(.&35)(ŀ(:5"#,(.-5,50#&&
R5 "#*5@5&#!".5"/(.#(!51"#*51#."5.")(!

R5 &)0-5@5&.",5),51"#.5-.,#(!5!&)0R5 #,5@5(.5 ),5&)(!5"#,
R5 "#*5@51#."5.")(!5;5&-"5#-5*,'#..5(not used unless requested)
When visiting another hunt it is customary to request permission from the
Master to wear a coat displaying your hunt colours.

*shadbelly (cutaway coat with tails)51#."5*&#(5/..)(-5;5&%5)&&,51#."5"/(.5.)*5".5(or safety helmet) is also
acceptable attire for Opening Meet which tends to be more formal in nature.

Tie a Stock

The Correct Way to

Ladies Without Button (Colours):
R5 ).5@5&%5),5,%5(035"/(.5).51#."5*&#(5/..)(-5;5&%5)&&,
R5 -.5@5(,353&&)150-.5),5-1.,5# 5,+/#,
R5 ,"-5@5/Ŀ5),5#!5(white is for men or hunt staff only)

R5 )).-5@5&%51#."5),51#.")/.5*.(.5&.",5.)*R5 %1,5@51"#.5-.)%51#."5"),#4)(.&5*#(
R5 .5@50&0.5"/(.#(!5*5#(5&%5),5,%5&/:5- .35"&'.5#(5,%5&/5),5
black with chin harness fastened; black bowler or top hat with shadbelly*
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All On

Fox Hunting Terms

Hounds are All On when every hound in the pack is present.

Check

Hounds check when they stop running and temporarily lose
the scent of the quarry.

Couple

Two foxhounds. A pack is counted as being X number of
couples.

At Fault

When hounds check, they are said to be at fault.

Covert

All woods or thickets that might hold a fox or coyote.

Babbler

A babbler is a hound which throws its tongue too much
without being sure of the scent, or when it is along way behind
leading hounds.

Cry

The music of a pack. When the whole pack is running hard
and throwing their tongues, they are said to be in “full cry”.

Bag Fox

Any fox which is turned out especially for hounds to hunt.
This was a common practice in the old days, but is now not
recognized.

Cub

A young fox.

Cubhunting

The beginning of the season when the young hounds are
trained to hunt.

Billet

A fox’s excreta.

Cur Dog

Any dog other than a foxhound.

Blowing Away

The huntsman blows his hounds away on the line of the quarry
which has left the covert he is drawing.

Dog Fox

A male fox.

Blowing out

A huntsman blows hounds out of a blank covert.

Break

A fox breaks when he leaves a covert.

Brush

A fox’s tail.

Burst

The first part of a run, if quick, isn’t called a sharp burst.

Bye-day

An extra day’s hunting.

Cap

(a) The velvet head-gear worn by members.
(b) The sum levied as a subscription for one day’s hunting.

Carries
the Scent

Cast

Those hounds which are actually working out with their noses
the fox’s line when the pack is running are said to “carry the
scent”.
An effort made by the pack, or by the huntsman with his pack,
to recover the scent at a check.
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Double
the Horn

A huntsman is said to do this when he blows a succession of
quick sharp notes, for example, when a fox is holloaed away.

Draft

A collection of hounds which any pack considers it no longer
required and therefore offers for sale.

Draw

To draw is to search for the quarry. The day’s draw is that
stretch of country which is used for the day’s hunting.

Earth

A fox’s underground home.

Enter

Teaching young hounds to hunt is to enter them.

Feather

A hound is said to feather when it waves its stern and, with

Field

This is the body of mounted men and women hunting with a
pack.

nose to the ground, slowly follows what it believes to be the
line of the quarry.
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Flags

The floor of the kennel. One visits hounds in kennel to see
them “on the flags”.

Mark

Hound are said to “mark” when they bay at the mouth of a
hole or drain into which the quarry has gone.

Foil

Any smell which obliterates the scent of the quarry. For
example when horses or sheep pass over the line, the ground is
foiled.

Mask

A fox’s head.

M.F.H.

Master of Foxhounds.

Mixed Pack

A pack containing dog-hounds and bitches.

When a fox has got into an earth or drain.

Music

The cry of hounds.

Headed

When the quarry has been turned from its path, it is said to
have been headed.

Mute

A term to describe a hound which does not throw its tongue
when on the line.

Heads Up

Hounds which have stopped feeling for the scent have “got
their heads up”.

Nose

The ability of a hound to smell.

Heel-way

Hounds run heel (or heel-way) when they run the line the
opposite way to which the quarry was going.

Open

The hound which first speaks to a line “opens” on it.

Opening Meet The first formal meet of the season in the fall.

Hit the Line

Used of a hound, or a huntsman in his cast, when they strike
the line of the quarry.

Gone to
Ground

Hold Hard

A huntsman’s or Master’s rate to riders who press hounds too
hard.

Hound Jog

A normal pace, about 6 miles an hour that hounds travel by
road.

Kennelhuntsman

The person responsible for the kennel management of a
pack of hounds when the pack is hunted by an amateur; a
professional huntsman is his own kennel-huntsman.

Lark

To jump fences unnecessarily when hounds are not running.

Lift

A huntsman lifts his hounds when he takes hounds to a point
where the quarry has been seen, or to where he thinks the
quarry has gone, without letting them try for scent over the
intervening ground.

Line
The scent trail of the quarry.
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Own the Line

Any hound which speaks to a quarry’s line “owns” it.

Pack

A collection of hounds.

Pad

A fox’s foot. To pad a fox is to track him by his pad-marks.

Point

The distance, measured as the crow flies, between two points in
a run. The actual distance is described “as hounds ran”.

Quick Thing

A very fast hunt is often called a “quick thing”.

Rate

To reprove or scold a hound is to “rate” it.

Ringing Fox

Once which runs in circles, close to its home covert.

Riot

For a hound to riot is for it to hunt anything but the intended
quarry.

Scarlet

The colour of a hunting coat. Pink, referring to a former
fashionable tailor of that name, is now not much used.
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Scent

Scent is said to be breast-high when hounds race and do not
lower their heads to the ground. When hounds loose the scent,
they “throw up their heads”.

Skirt

A hound which cuts off corners, while other hounds are
following the true line is a “skirter”.

Speak

A hound does not bark – it speaks.

Stern

A hounds tail.

Thrown out

If you loose your place in a hunt you are “thrown out”.

Tongue

The cry of hounds, which are said to “throw the tongue” when
they speak to a line.

Touch the Horn To blow the horn.
Trencher-fed

A pack which is not kept in kennels, but at individual people’s
homes.

Unentered

A hound which has not finished one cubbing season is said to
be unentered.

View

The sight of the quarry.

View Holloa or Holloa Pronounced Holler. The scream given when one has
views the quarry.
Vixen

A female fox.

Walk

Hound puppies are out “at walk” when looked after on farms,
country houses, etc.

Walking out

Taking a pack out for walking exercises.

Whelps

Unweaned puppies.

Whipper-in

The huntsman’s assistant. A whip is an instrument for opening
gates, etc.

Wind

A hound does not “smell a fox”, he “winds a fox”.
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